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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a

new, easy-to-use numbering system!When Jack and Annie got back from their adventure

in Magic Tree House #28: High Tide in Hawaii, they had lots of questions. What causes

tsunamis? Who studies earthquakes? How do volcanoes form? What should people do if an

avalanche hits? Find out the answers to these questions and more as Jack and Annie track the

facts. Filled with up-to-date information, photos, illustrations, and fun tidbits from Jack and

Annie, the Magic Tree House Fact Trackers are the perfect way for kids to find out more about

the topics they discovered in their favorite Magic Tree House adventures.Did you know that

there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and

Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter booksMerlin Missions: More

challenging adventures for the experienced readerSuper Edition: A longer and more dangerous

adventureFact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House

adventuresHave more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!
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Amy Gill, “Tsunamis and Other Natural Disasters: A Nonfiction Companion to High Tide in

Hawaii (Magic Tree House Research Guide #15). I read this book in conjunction with In2Books,

a program which pairs willing adults with students in schools across the country. My student

and I both enjoyed it a great deal.This is a factual book with lots of information about natural

disasters both modern and historical. There are even safety suggestions for those caught in

these precarious situations. An enjoyable read for me as an adult, and my fourth grade student

seemed equally enthralled.”

DisneyDenizen, “VERY HIGHLY RECOMMEND ESPECIALLY FOR HOMESCHOOLERS. The

Magic Tree House research guides are written at a slightly higher reading level than the books



themselves. They are chockfull of useful information and supremely educational.”

Stephanie Chaffin, “Great. We love Mary Pope Osborne and all of her books. They are very

informational!”

Angie Mulheren, “Great gift for Student. Bought this as a gift for an elementary age boy who is

very interested in tsunamis. He was very interested in the novel, as well as the accompanying

fact book. Great gift!”

Cheryl A. Tunrer, “Very helpful. Very useful and adds to knowledge about storms”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great for kids 8-12. This book has been and fun and interesting read to

supplement earth science taught at school”

pagestoreadfl, “Great non-fiction research tool!. My students thoroughly enjoy this book. They

love the non-fiction books in general. We actually used this for research on a natural disaster

project this year and this was perfect.”

Zmountjoy, “great read at a great buy..... I can't tell you how many times my son has read this

book since it made its way into our home.....and even now whenever we leave the house he

carries all his Magic Tree house books with him... but he espcially finds this one interesting. I

love how out of the blue he'll say mom do you know such and such.....and...oh and mom do

you know such and such....lol....and I have to admit he has actually taught me a few things.  :D”

Sally, “Brilliant facts for kids to learn about natural disasters in a fun but informative way. I

bought this book for my 5 year old who is currently very interested in tsunamis. He has loved

learning more through this book and is happily reading it again and again. It's very informative

and written well for children. He is now also very interested in earthquakes and volcanoes after

reading this!”

Pat45, “Five Stars. Great book for children introducing them to natural events/ disasters which

happen in the world.”

Mr. P. J. Simmons, “Great. Great price and I will show it to my mates. I sure will buy more like

this with no worries”

nicholas briggs, “Five Stars. Thankyou”

emma johnstone, “Nice, simple but informative book for children on Tsunamis .... Nice, simple

but informative book for children on Tsunamis and other natural disasters. Good for guided

reading with a group of children.”

The book by Mary Pope Osborne has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 167 people have provided

feedback.
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